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Abstract: We previously reported on a new counter-current chromatography (CCC) operating mode
called closed-loop recycling dual-mode counter-current chromatography (CLR DM CCC), which
incorporates the advantages of closed-loop recycling (CLR) and dual-mode (DM) counter-current
chromatography and includes sequential separation of compounds in the closed-loop recycling
mode with the mobile x-phase and in the inverted-phase counter-current mode with the mobile
y-phase. The theoretical analysis of several implementations of this separation method was carried
out under impulse sample injection conditions. This study is dedicated to the further development
of CLR DM CCC theory applied to preparative and industrial separations, where high-throughput
operation is required. Large sample volumes can be loaded via continuous loading within a specified
time. To simulate CLR DM CCC separations with specified sample loading durations, equations are
developed and presented in “Mathcad” software.

Keywords: closed-loop recycling chromatography; dual-mode counter-current chromatography;
model-based design; separation of complex mixtures with widely different partition coefficients

1. Introduction

A number of preparative methods for high-performance liquid–liquid partition chro-
matography, commonly known as counter-current chromatography (CCC), are widely
used from laboratory to industrial scales due to the high adaptability of these methods
to different separation tasks [1–34]. Recently in [6,7], a new two-stage CCC separation
method called closed-loop recycling dual-mode counter-current chromatography (CLR DM
CCC) was developed, which is a combination of two well-known methods—closed-loop
recycling (CLR) and dual-mode (DM) counter-current chromatography. In the first stage, in
the closed-loop recycling mode, the mixture compounds with low partition coefficients are
separated and eluted with the mobile x-phase through one end of a column. In the second
stage, the compounds with higher partition coefficients are separated in the inverted-phase
counter-current mode and eluted with the mobile y-phase through the opposite end of
the column.

As noted in [7], for practical implementation of closed-loop recycling dual-mode
counter-current chromatography separation processes, preliminary mathematical modeling
is needed. To simulate and design the CLR DM CCC separations, it is necessary to develop
the mathematical description (the theory) of these processes. In [6,7], the theory of CLR DM
CCC separations was developed based on the ideal [6] and non-ideal [7] recycling models
for the conditions of impulse sample injection. In preparative and production separations,
large volumes of the mixture to be separated must be loaded in order to obtain sufficient
quantities of the corresponding products. Large volumes of feed mixtures can be loaded by
increasing the sample loading time. This work is devoted to the further development of
the CLR DM CCC theory in relation to the conditions for preparative and industrial-scale
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separations. Basing on the mathematical models presented in [6,7], new equations are
derived permitting the calculation of the optimum operating parameters of the CLR DM
CCC separation processes with long-term sample loading. The results of the simulation of
the separations with long sample loading times demonstrate that proper selection of the
sample solution loading time (operating parameter ts) can increase the productivity by an
order of magnitude, providing acceptable compound separation results.

2. Preparative and Industrial-Scale Closed-Loop Recycling Dual-Mode
Counter-Current Chromatography Separations

As mentioned above, large sample volumes can be loaded by increasing the sample
loading time, which can be achieved by replacing a sample injection with sample loops
with the continuous loading of the sample within a specified time [29,30]. A schematic
diagram of CLR DM CCC separations with specified sample loading durations is shown
in Figure 1.
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The closed-loop recycling dual-mode counter-current chromatography installation
has two x-phase tanks: one with a pure x-phase and the second containing the solution
of the compounds to be separated in the x-phase. The first stage of the CLR DM CCC
is carried out in three steps: (1) continuous loading of the solution of the compounds in
the x-phase into the system within a specified time at the same rate as the pure x-phase;
(2) separation of compounds with low partition coefficients in closed-loop recycling mode;
(3) elution of the separated compounds with the x-phase. At the second stage, the phases
are inverted and the compounds with higher partition coefficients are separated in the
counter-current mode with the mobile y-phase.

In this study, we will take into account the influence of the sample loading time
and consider two options for a CLR DM CCC installation: one option involving short
connective tubing (with a small volume of the recycling system) and one option involving
long connective tubing.

3. Theory of Closed-Loop Recycling Dual-Mode Counter-Current Chromatography
Separations with Specified Sample Loading Durations

Here, we considered the linear extraction–chromatographic separation processes
and assumed that the volumes of the x- and y-phases in the column and the column
efficiency, which were measured via the number of theoretical plates, were constant in
both operating modes. The column efficiency does not change when the elution mode is
switched, provided that the stationary-phase retention is the same in both modes. This only
occurs when the stationary-phase retention (the fractional volume of the y-phase in the
column) is 0.5. The results presented in this paper are valid for practical applications where
the stationary-phase retention is 0.5 and the sample is loaded over time (not exceeding 20%
of the mean residence time).

3.1. First Stage of Closed-Loop Recycling Dual-Mode Counter-Current Chromatography with
Specified Sample Loading Durations

The mathematical description of the first separation stage for the process scheme with
the short recycling line is based on the ideal scenario, while for the process scheme with
the long recycling line, this is based on the non-ideal recycling models.

3.1.1. Equations Used to Simulate the First Stage of the Closed-Loop Recycling Dual-Mode
Counter-Current Chromatography Separations with Specified Sample Loading Duration
Based on the Ideal Recycling Model

Using the approaches we developed in our previous studies [6,7,29,30], the following
equations were derived to simulate the first stage of the preparative and industrial-scale
CLR DM CCC separations for the process scheme with the short recycling line:

X(n, k, t) =
√

6aNe
− 3[2N(n−1)+2k+Nats−2aNt]2

2{12[N(n−1)+k]+(Nats)2}√
π
{

12[N(n− 1) + k] + (Nats)
2
} (1)

X(n, N, t) =
a
√

6Ne
− 3N[2n+ats−2at]2

2{12n+N(ats)2}√
π
{

12n + N(ats)
2
} (2)

Xn(k, t) =
n

∑
i=1

√
6aNe

− 3[2N(i−1)+2k+Nats−2aNt]2

2{12[N(i−1)+k]+(Nats)2}√
π
{

12[N(i− 1) + k] + (Nats)
2
} (3)
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Xn(N, t) =
n

∑
i=1

a
√

6Ne
− 3N[2i+ats−2at]2

2{12i+N(ats)2}√
π
{

12i + N(ats)
2
} (4)

with
a =

1
1− S f + S f KD

(5)

where X(n,k,t) and X(n,N,t) describe the variations in the normalized concentration of the
compound with an equilibrium distribution ratio of KD = y/x in the column and at the outlet
of the column during the recycling process in any individual cycle n, disregarding the
interactions of the concentration profiles from the previous cycles. The interactions of neigh-
boring concentration profiles are accounted for in Xn(k,t) and Xn(N,t). Equations (3) and (4)
describe the variations in the compound KD-normalized concentration in the k-cell and at
the outlet of the column (k = N) during the recycling process. Equation (3) describes the
distribution of the compound KD-normalized concentration along the column at time t.

In Equations (1)–(5), the following designations are adopted: X = x/x is the normal-
ized concentration in the mobile x-phase; x is the actual concentration; x = Q

Vc
= xsFxτs/Vc

is the mean concentration in the column; xs is the sample concentration of compound KD;
Q = xsFxτs is the amount of compound KD loaded during the specified sample solution
loading time τs; Fx is the volumetric flow rate of the x-phase; Vc is the column volume;
t = τFx/Vc is the dimensionless (normalized) time for the x-phase flow (flow start time
τ = 0, t = 0); ts = τsFx/Vc is the dimensionless sample solution loading time; τ is the actual
time; N is the number of equilibrium cells (theoretical plates) in the column; k is the current
cell number; Sf is the fractional volume of the y-phase in the column.

For two consecutive cycles, Equations (3) and (4) reduce to:

Xn(k, t) = X(n− 1, k, t) + X(n, k, t) (6)

with

X(n− 1, k, t) =
√

6aNe
− 3[2N(n−2)+2k+Nats−2aNt]2

2{12[N(n−2)+k]+(Nats)2}√
π
{

12[N(n− 2) + k] + (Nats)
2
} (7)

and
Xn(N, t) = X(n− 1, N, t) + X(n, N, t) (8)

with

X(n− 1, N, t) =
a
√

6Ne
− 3N[2(n−1)+ats−2at]2

2{12(n−1)+N(ats)2}√
π
{

12(n− 1) + N(ats)
2
} (9)

These simple equations can be used to account for the overlapping of the concen-
tration profiles of adjacent cycles during the recycling process. The difference between
Equations (4) and (8) is illustrated in Figure 2. Equation (4) describes the elution profiles
over the entire circulation time of the sample from the first cycle to the final cycle n, while
Equation (8) describes the elution profiles of the last two cycles.

Using the above equations, the separation of compounds during the recycling process
in a preparative and industrial-scale CLR CCC installation with a short recycling line can
be simulated (Figure 3). Figure 3 shows an example of the simulation of the transport
and separation of compounds KD1 = 0.5 and KD2 = 1 in the column with N = 200 during
two cycles, calculated using Equations (1), (6), and (7).
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Figure 3. Simulation of the transport and separation of compounds KD1 = 0.5 and KD2 = 1 in the
column with N = 200 during two cycles, calculated using Equations (1), (6), and (7). N = 200, Sf = 0.5,
ts = 0.1.
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Putting ts = 0 in Equations (1)–(4), (7) and (9), we obtain simpler equations for the
impulse sample injection conditions:

X(n, k, t) =
aNe−

[N(n−1)+k−aNt]2

2[N(n−1)+k]√
2π[N(n− 1) + k]

(10)

X(n, N, t) =
a
√

Ne−
N[n−at]2

2n
√

2πn
(11)

Xn(k, t) =
n

∑
i=1

aNe−
[N(i−1)+k−aNt]2

2[N(i−1)+k]√
2π[N(i− 1) + k]

(12)

Xn(N, t) =
n

∑
i=1

a
√

Ne−
N[i−at]2

2n
√

2πi
(13)

X(n− 1, k, t) =
aNe−

[N(n−2)+k−aNt]2

2[N(n−2)+k]√
2π[N(n− 2) + k]

(14)

X(n− 1, N, t) =
aNe−

[N(n−1)−aNt]2

2N(n−1)√
2πN(n− 1)

(15)

Equations (6) and (8) remain valid.

3.1.2. Equations Used to Simulate the First Separation Stage of the Closed-Loop Recycling
Dual-Mode Counter-Current Chromatography with Specified Sample Loading Durations
Based on the Non-Ideal Recycling Model

Similar to Equations (1)–(4), (7) and (9) based on the non-ideal recycling model, the
following equations were derived to simulate the first separation stage of CLR DM CCC
with specified sample loading durations:

X(n, k, t) =
aN
√

6Nece
− 3Nec

2
[2N(n−1)+2k+2aNb(n−1)+aNts−2aNt]2

[12[N(n−1)+k]+(Nats)2 ]Nec+12N2a2(n−1)b2

√
π

√[
12[N(n− 1) + k] + (Nats)

2
]

Nec + 12N2a2(n− 1)b2
(16)

X(n, N, t) =
a
√

6NNece
− 3Nec N[2n+a(2b(n−1)+ts−2t)]2

2{[12n+N(ats)2 ]Nec+12Na2(n−1)b2}

√
π

√[
12n + N(ats)

2
]

Nec + 12Na2(n− 1)b2
(17)

Xn(k, t) =
n

∑
i=1

aN
√

6Nece
− 3Nec

2
[2N(i−1)+2k+aN(2b(i−1)+ts−2t)]2

[12[N(i−1)+k]+(Nats)2 ]Nec+12N2a2(i−1)b2

√
π

√[
12[N(i− 1) + k] + (Nats)

2
]

Nec + 12N2a2(i− 1)b2
(18)

Xn(N, t) =
n

∑
i=1

a
√

6NNece
− 3Nec N[2i+a(2b(i−1)+ts−2t)]2

2{[12i+N(ats)2 ]Nec+12Na2(i−1)b2}

√
π

√[
12i + N(ats)

2
]

Nec + 12Na2(i− 1)b2
(19)

X(n− 1, k, t) =
aN
√

6Nece
− 3Nec

2
[2N(n−2)+2k+2aNb(n−2)+aNts−2aNt]2

[12[N(n−2)+k]+(Nats)2 ]Nec+12N2a2(n−2)b2

√
π

√[
12[N(n− 2) + k] + (Nats)

2
]

Nec + 12N2a2(n− 2)b2
(20)
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X(n− 1, N, t) =
aN
√

6Nece
− 3Nec

2
[2N(n−1)+2aNb(n−2)+aNts−2aNt]2

[12N(n−1)+(Nats)2 ]Nec+12N2a2(n−2)b2

√
π

√[
12N(n− 1) + (Nats)

2
]

Nec + 12N2a2(n− 2)b2
(21)

where Nec is the number of perfectly mixed cells quantifying the dispersion in the recycling
system, and b = Vec/Vc is the ratio of the column volume Vc to the volume of the recycling
system Vec.

Equations (6) and (8) remain valid.

3.2. Equations to Simulate the Second Stage of Closed-Loop Recycling Dual-Mode
Counter-Current Chromatography Separations with Specified Sample Loading Durations

To describe the variations in compound concentrations at the opposite outlet of the
column (k = 1) during the second stage of CLR DM CCC separations, the following equation
can be used [6,7]:

Y(t, 1) = KDe−KDaNt
50
∑

i=1

(KDaNt)k−1

(k−1)! Xn(k, tx) + KD
N
∑

i=51

(KDaNt)k−1ek−1−KD aNt

(k−1)
√

2π(k−1)
Xn(k, tx) (22)

where Y = y/x is the dimensionless concentration of a compound in the y-phase and
t = τFy/Vc is the dimensionless time for the y-phase flow (flow start time τ = 0, t = 0); Fy is
the volumetric flow rate of the y-phase; Xn(k,tx) describes the distribution of the compound
KD along the column at the end of the first stage of separation (τ = τx, t = tx), which is
determined by Equations (3) and (18) with t = tx (tx = τxFx/Vc).

Using the equations presented above in Section 3.1, various options for CLR DM CCC
separation with specified sample loading durations can be designed and simulated. Let us
consider separations of mixtures containing compounds with lower and higher partition
coefficients.

4. Separation of Complex Mixtures Containing Compounds with Lower and Higher
Partition Coefficients Using Closed-Loop Recycling Dual-Mode Counter-Current
Chromatography with Specified Sample Loading Durations

To simulate CLR DM CCC separation processes based on the above analytical expres-
sions, it is convenient to use standard computer programs. Figures 4 and 5 show several
simulation examples of the separation of complex mixtures containing compounds with
lower and higher partition coefficients using the “Mathcad” program.

Figure 4 shows two versions of the separation process for the mixture containing four
compounds (KD1 = 0.4, KD2 = 0.7, KD3 = 6, KD4 = 8) on the closed-loop setup with N = 300,
Nec = 200, Sf = 0.5 and short (b = 0.05) and long (b = 0.1) recycling lines under two different
sample loading conditions: ts = 0.01 and ts = 0.2. In the first stage, after three passages
through the column, the compounds with low partition coefficients (1 and 2) are separated
via the mobile x-phase, while in the second stage, the compounds with higher partition
coefficients (3 and 4) are separated in the inverted-phase counter-current mode with the
mobile y-phase. The separation of the compounds in closed-loop recycling is simulated by
Equation (19). After the third cycle of recycling of compounds 1 and 2 at t = 2 and t = 2.2,
the loop is opened and the separated fractions of compounds 1 and 2 are eluted with the
x-phase. After the elution of these compounds at t = 3 and t = 3.1, the loop is closed again
and compounds 3 and 4 continue to be recycled until t = tx = 6. The concentrations of
compounds 3 and 4 in the column are simulated using Equation (18), putting t = tx = 6.
Then, the loop is opened and the second separation stage for compounds 3 and 4 in the
inverted-phase counter-current mode with the mobile y-phase starts. The elution profiles
of these compounds are simulated by Equation (22).

Figure 5 shows two versions of the separation process for the mixture containing five
compounds (KD1 = 0.3, KD2 = 0.6, KD3 = 3.5, KD4 = 8, KD5 = 9.5) on the closed-loop setup
with N = 500, Nec = 200, Sf = 0.5 and short (b = 0.05) and long (b = 0.1) recycling lines
under two sample loading conditions: ts = 0.01 and ts = 0.2. In the first stage, after two
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passages through the column for compounds 1 and 2 and one passage for compound 3,
these compounds are separated and eluted with the x-phase. After the elution of these
compounds the loop is closed again, and compounds 4 and 5 continue to be recycled three
times (n = 3) until t = tx = 12.5. Then, the loop is opened and compounds 4 and 5 are eluted
in the inverted-phase counter-current mode with the y-phase.

ts= 0.01; b=0.05; tx= 6
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Figure 4. Simulation of the separation of the mixture containing four compounds (KD1 = 0.4, KD2 = 0.7, KD3 = 6, KD4 = 8) on
the closed-loop setup with N = 300, Nec = 200, and Sf = 0.5.

As follows from the Figures 4 and 5, in the CLR DM CCC processes with specified
sample loading duration, fractions of the separated solutes with high partition coefficients
are about 5–10 times more concentrated than in the conventional CLR CCC processes with
specified sample loading duration, and the solvent consumption is greatly reduced. The
method with specified sample loading duration provides much higher process productivity
than the impulse injection method. In addition, this method makes it possible to obtain
concentrated fractions of the separated compounds.

Note that in the first separation stage, the separation quality is improved due to the
repeated use of the column; however, after a certain number of cycles, the chromatograms of
neighboring cycles begin to overlap. Due to the time delay in the CLR CCC setups with the
long recycling system (with a large parameter b), the resolution between chromatograms
of adjacent cycles is greater, which allows an increase in the number of passages of the
sample through the column without overlapping with adjacent chromatograms, thereby
improving separation [18,34].

The results for the simulation of the closed-loop recycling dual-mode counter-current
chromatography separations with specified sample loading durations presented in
Figures 4 and 5 demonstrate that proper selection of operating parameters b, n and ts, tx
can increase the productivity by an order of magnitude, providing the desired compound
separation results.
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Figure 5. Simulation of the separation of the mixture containing five compounds (KD1 = 0.3, KD2 = 0.6, KD3 = 3.5, KD4 = 8,
KD5 = 9.5) on the closed-loop setup with N = 500, Nec = 200, and Sf = 0.5.

To promote the application of CLR DM CCC separations with specified sample load-
ing durations, the separation simulations discussed above are presented via “Mathcad”
software in the Supplementary Data.

5. Conclusions

In preparative and industrial-scale chromatography separations, to ensure high per-
formance, it is necessary to load large volumes of samples and increase the concentrations
in collected fractions of compounds. When separating complex mixtures containing solutes
with widely different partition coefficients, this can be achieved using the CLR DM CCC
method with specified sample loading durations, as described in this study. This two-stage
CCC separation method is a combination of closed-loop recycling (CLR) and dual-mode
(DM) counter-current chromatography. In the first stage, in CLR mode, the compounds
with lower partition coefficients are separated and eluted with the mobile x-phase through
the one end of the column. In the second stage, the compounds with higher partition
coefficients are separated in the inverted-phase counter-current mode and eluted with the
mobile y-phase through the opposite end of the column.

Although the mathematical models on which the theory of the new CLR DM CCC
method is based were previously verified experimentally in [9,11,25,28,30,33], it is necessary
to carry out further experimental studies for practical implementation of the CLR DM CCC
method with specified sample loading durations.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online. The separation simulation files are
available in the supplementary materials.
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